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JOEADJUSTMENT OF DISADVANTAGED 'YOUTH:
A STUDYONCONCURRENT VALIDATION

.

Sudhan u B. Mitra, Ph. D.
Coppin' State College,' Balti ore, Maryland

Abstract

This researc study attempted to examine how educational'exe 1-
ences and progra slionTsored by. the'Comprehensive EMployment and
Training Act (CETA) could hetter prepare the inner-city youth to
perform successfully in a number of jobs or occupations. Movement
from training to job was the `central concern of the study.\ The,
subjects who had graduated from regular fn-schdol programs and were
employed for six months or more were compared with their compeers who
'had graduated from an alternative prOgram, especially developed for
school,drbpouts,'and,who met the-emploYment requirements, The study
suggests that the,alternative program.. served a useful purposei,
inasmuch as its vocationally oriented training curriculum helped the
participants acquire the aptitude measures to4the level-of those who
had graduated from the regular school. This'achievement was parti7

-cularly.noteworthy, as the trainees in the alternative,program came.
=.

from inferior home environment and had poorer school background.
The studyfurther indicates that the_subjects'frOm 'relatively better
home conditions experience more job satisfaCtion.because of lesser

. -

needs; whereas.,the position is reversed in, the of,persons-from
more deprived hdmes

Paper presented at- the 19'83 Annual Cohvention of the.American
Psychological Association, Anaheim, California, August 26-30, 1983.

The research .reported here is based on the project, "Validation
Criteria for .Job Adjustment of Disadventaged Youth," supported in
part by Grant No. NIE- C- 7S -t002 from the National Institute of Edu-
cation. The author wishes to thank Dr. James McPartland, Co-Director,
Center fob Social Science Research Studies, Johns Hopkin University,
and his staff for providing computer services for the study.



of people demanding. anpower services in the

Baltimore, Maryland area are under. 25 years of age. Many are

ill-equipped to compete-for an already limited number of jobs,

Most of thelse disadvantaged individuals are school dropouts and

chronic truants. When these groups are added to high school grad-

uates seeking employment, the seriousness = the problem is'evident--

approximately 17.,000 Baltimore youths seeking work each year

To alleviate the proplem of transition from school to world of
work Mayo4's Office of ManpowerResources in Baltimore created

the (arbor City,Learning-CHCL) prograM' an alternative e ucational4
program model: for both in- school And but. -of- school youths% The HCL

pro ramcOMbined the CoMprehensive-Emplpyment and Training Act (CETA)

Title 1 monies. with resources from the Baltimore City Public 'Schools,

and prOvided a comprehensive educational system on A year-roupd4basis:

part-tirile work experience and training in the public sector for those

in traditional in-school programs; an alternative curriculum mixed

with paid'job experiences for school dropouts who were enrolled in

the HCL center:

The research project attempted to examine ho educational experi-
.

ences and programs sponsored by CETA could better prepare the%inner-.

city youth to perform successfully in a number of jobs or occupations.

-vement from training to. job was the central -concern of the study

The HCL program was Particularly Selected for this field research,

because it offeredexperiencebased career education and its student
*

body consisted of disadvantaged youth. Since 17 year old black males

represent the largest age-sex-race\population group in Baltimore



City, it should

primary focus

L. Resources, 1976).

Furthermore,

with disadvants:,_

review of literat

Banducdi

aat this group, should

_on (Mayo of Ma.npo

.dies conducted on vocational. Choice

thou few,. In theacomprehinsive,

mone'..an prey, (197.cited only one study
L ,

-mod that the occupational stereoty\peS of

stu ts from low 5 ci3O-economic status were less aocurate.than those

of students in higher social classes. Ilhe'present study was designed.-

to contribute to additional knowledge relating to the black dais-

aavantaged group-.

The Study basically dealt with the nonCognitive output
,,

djustment. Specifically, its purpose was threefold: (1) to deter-
.

mine the characteristics of the students rho became involved in the
F

teguIar in-school programs, and in the alternative prd4rann it the

HCL centLrl: (2) to examine the differential Program impact On,the',

study groups; (3) to present empirical evidence., if any, supporting

the implications of major theories of career development especially

Maslow's (1954) theory of "needs hierarchies" and Rolla

ology of persons and occupations( on-the lowachie-

youth.

Method

Subjects

The subjects consisted of two study groups: In4sChool G oup

(n 91), and Alternative Group 49). For the In- School. Group,

the subjects were drawn from the regular in- school,'program gradtiates

of 1977 and 197&-who were OOfftlnuonsly employed for six months or

more. Ip,the Alternative Group, the sub5ects were'composed of the

(1973)

inner-city



es:of-'1977 and .1a78 who had cOmgleted.,

Lt
.

qeast''six months, brithe job. All the'siabjepts-)In., both-th- the study
,. ,. .
. .

0

groupSpdrtained to the black co= An ity, and. their .age rangedfrom
,

18 to-21years. This concurrent validation study. was designed to-_

:dev 1 p-pr files whiCh would identify the abiliti=es, attributes and
-

characteristics cif job success oZ the Innerc itY youth in the regular

school program as also of the school dropout, and the.delnquent-voutb
,\
in the alternative program it the HCL center.

Ex eri_ental Variable

In r to obtain predictive measures on abilities, apti tudes

'and interests, five sets of inputs including demographic character-

istics were used in the study. These ar = briefly described below:

Demographic Characteristics

1. ,Sex: Male = 1; Female a 0

Tract Classification (based on family earning)
(Baltimore City Regional Planning Council, 3978)

s

Coded Value
Level of Earhing (Based o]?ilT5T7P51nt of Interval).-

Less than $ 7;000.
$.7,000 9,999
$10,000 14.,999
$15,,000 2A.,.999
$25i000 plus

3.5
8.5 .:,

1.2.5
20,9

.

30'.0

Note.. The decimal point was removed in statistical analysis.

II. Aptitude Measures

3. CATB,'- G (Intelligence, 'closely related to doing well/
in school)

4 GATE (Verbal Aptitude)

'GATE 3 7 (Nuthe idal Aptitude)

Ninecaptitude measures are obtained from the General Aptitude
Test Battery. Only the three major aptitude measures cited above were
used in the study.

,



School Performance

Gp (Laat', 2' yrs

For the ih-schOol program stuents, the Grade 'Point
Average was obtained ,for.GrAees 11 and i2. -For the AlternatIve
pro-gram students, the 'Gtade Illimint Average was
last_

worked o- for theati
two years in the regular school prior_to their enrb,lment at

the HCL- center. In .the,regular school, the passing score in each
subject is 6Q out of -a maximum Of 100.' The numerical ,value of the
GFA was computed-from the actual sdore obtained by tU student in.
each subject duing the -last two years. The decimal point was
removed' fbom the nume ical average in statistical analysis

7. Junior Hi h,Attehdance

Good
Fair
Poor

..,

(absent for 0 --. 10 days) - 1

(absent for. 11.4 19 days) =
(absent for 20 days or more

Note. In Jr. High Attendance, lower scores indiCate
-better so fool attendande.-:

IV. Curriculum Mast Regular School)

8. Vocational Voc. Curr.

9. General -en Curr

Other

Other

Thp curricula df the regular schools to which the study
subjects origihally belonged were categorized into three groups,
namely,,Vocational, General, and, Academic, based on the program
emphases. For qualitative classifications of Curriculum, dummy
variable coding -(Cohen & Cohen, 1975) was used in which 1, 0 dicho-
tomies were applied to each of ,the Vocational and. General Academic_
Curricula as noted-above./ The third group, Academic Curriculum,
served as a,reference group, that is without any explicit represent-
ation as an indepehdent 'variable.

V. Holland Typolo5y

10. GED Level

General EducationarDevelopment '(GED) Level (Holland, 1973)e
-an estimate of the educational level required 'to perform a job, was
_obtained from the DiCtionary of Occupational Titles (United States
Departffient o'f Labor, 1965). -GED' is reported on a scale from 1 to 6.

Levels- 1 - Elementary schoolj or no special training;
Levels 3 High school and some college, technical

or business training;
Levels 5 6: College training

John L. Holland's occupational codes and GED Level for the
1970 census detailed occupational titles, used in the study, were
obtained from Gottfredson & Brown (19z78).

7



.Vocational Preference b Congruende

The Vocational Preference Inventory API) (olland, 1973) is
a device for athsessment Of;a'peron's resemblanc&-to each of the six
edcupational types, that inldud all-of the.Zoost common occupationsin 'the United States. The perebnality types and the occupational
classification use _the Same concePts in a single theoretical system.
Thlis the -six, main:VPI scale's re ,resenting the sic of occupation!area Realistic- InveStigative C±), Artistic_ (A), Social (8),
Enterprising (E) , and Conventional CC). The summary code in the
mOdels.rankedin order of,impOrtance. For purposes of this study,
the agreementbetween a subject's VPI suit-nary code and the code clf
pis current occupation was computed with a dummy variable as
described below!'

First letter
code = 1; else = 0.

:12.'MSd. General

I code matched first ter of occupational

The Mihnesota Satisfaction Questio na re (MSc?), a 20-scale
Likert format questionnaire, was'aevelop d y the Work Adjustment
Project, University of MinnesSta (Weiss, D. J., & others, 1967). It
is designed te measure overall job satisfaction and satisfaction with
various aspects of the individual's work env'ironment. Scoring of
the MSQ can include a General Satisfaction scale. This scale uses
20 items (one from each of the twenty scales), yielding a score
ranging from 20 to 100. In this study, the General Satisfaction
score was used as the criterion measure for job, adjustment.

- Procedure

After some of the administrative'bottlenecks had been stream-

lined, thethe project operation actually started in July 1978. Lists

of 1977 and 1978. graduates from the in-school prop7'gm as also from

the HCL center'were obtained from Mayors Office, These documents

were used for selectiOn of subjects for the--two study groups, The

project staff time and effort were mostly expended orlestablishirng

the initial ephone contact with the subjects, and on c'Cntacting

the same individuals a number'of t es to persuade them to appear

for the testing sessions. Individu 1 letters were addressed to the

-pr6Anettive subjects, and press release and,. radio announcements were
1k'

also made for the purpose. In all these communications, the intent,



the project was' explained and the mode of reimbursement of pdcket

pApenses 'for participating subjects was also mentioned. In spite oa.

the monqtary incentive, the subjects were gener'Ally shy of taking

tests.

The -testa here ministered in small groUPs in the morning and

afterhoon sessions. raduate from the Master'S program in Rehabill.-

tation Counseling at CopPin State College, employed as a Research

Associate in the project And especially trained in the GATE.; adminis-.

tered thetest'battery to all the subjects, An official from the

Planning, Research and Evaluation* Center Of SaltiMoreCity Public

Schools, who had just retired from service, was recruited as a

Research Associate to supervise the testing sessions and to administer

the other tests namely, the VPI and the MSQ. Student assistants

with orientation in tests and measurement also helped in the)test

administration. A second official from the. Planning, Research,.and

BaltimoreEvaluation Center of. Baltimore School System was engaged on a_

part--time basis to 'serve as a liaison between the project and the

public schools)' She spearheaded the efforts in collating the s'choo

related data for the prOject subjects.

Nnalysis of Data

The eleven predictor variables were arranged into five hierarchical

sets, as described earlier.

She two study groups were compar'ed by means of t tests.

ero order correlations were computed between 42 variables, separately

Tor the In- School, Group and the Alternative. Group. The:purpose was

:o find the degree and direction of relationship of each of the pre-

lictor variables with the criterion, and to determine the "problem

multicollinearity" (that is, the existence of substantial cor-

elation), if any, between the predictor variables,
9



Separate s epwise, regressibn analyses were carried out for the

:two groups, and each- MSQ measure. This experintental approach' was

designed to, provide the maxim R2 with, a minimum number of predictor

variables. ZtepwiSe.regressions wore followed by the hierarchical

analyses' of predictor sets, the ordering o=f such sets being made on .n
a priori basis. This variance partitioning strategy reported the R2

fdr the MSQ measure'regressed dnto the first set of variables, and

then it repOrted additions to R2 that resulted from adding each of

the remaining sets in order with previous sets of variables sti1,1 in

the equation., Within each set, the variance uniquely explained by

each predictor variable was calculated, controlling for all previous

sets and all other variables) in ,the particular set.

Results

Comparison'ofStudy Groups
A

The descriptive statistics for the experimental variables in

respect of thetwo.groups. with the t- -values and the levels of

significance for comparison of means are presented in Table 1. The

results indicated that six predictor variables, namely Sext Tract
.

Classificati proxy variable for socioeconomic statbs), gPA (Last

2 yrs.), High Attendance-, and Curriculum - both General and

Vocational, and the criterion _easure- of-MSQ Gen- discriminated the

two groups at statistically significant' levels, The In-School Group

had better mean scores in Tract Classificat o- CPA (Last ,2'yrs.),

Jr. High Attendance, and MSQ Gen The lower mean vihlue of Jr. High,

Attendance actually indicated superior pprfoloance. The In-SchOol

Group had a higher proportion of male subjects, whereas in the

Alternative Group the reverse was the case. This disparity in the

composition of the two groups contributed to the higher mean score

fOr Sex in the In-School Group. The same reasoning applies to



Curriculum, proportton of :the subjects i!n-the

Group had Putsped. the Vocational Cu riculu m, which accounted for

their greater. mean score in the area, In the Alternative-Group a-
,

disproportionately bigh:number o subjects ha4-Peen enrolled-in the

d
General Curriculum while. ia.the regular school, and this contributed

to the, higher mean. value br this,group in the General".CprricUlum area.

Insert Table 1 about here

The above profiles of characteristics of the study groups

suggest the following major conclusions, to wit:

1) The mean values of the Aptitude Measures for the
subjects in the study groups are rather loW'(For
the GATB norms', -X =.100 and SD = 20), A student's
profile-with low G, V, N may indicate some school
learning difficulties, among them the, poSsibility.
of 'some reading problems (Christiansen;- 1981) .

2) The HCL centerkis servinesia useful purpose, inasmuch
as its vocationally oriented training program has
helped the participantsjn the Alternative Group
acquire the Aptitude Measures to the level of their
compeers 'Cln-School Group' fro-m the regular school.
This achievement is particularly, noteworthy, as
the trainees at the HCL, center came from inferior
home environmenHand had poorer school background.

3) The subjects at the HCL center (Alternative Group)
were mostly students in the General Academic Curri-
culum-while in-the-regular school,:- Thesestudents,
should have been pf,a.ced in the Vocational Curriculum, .

which could -have reduced the delinqueficy and the

drop-out rates. As a matter of fact,.the shift of

emphasis to vocetional training at the HCL center
provided emploympnt opportunities-to this student

body. Better guidance and 'counse4ing services in
academic programming .at the junior and senior levels
are imperative or-Atudents having learning and
behavior probldMs, N

4) HCL center's outreach program seems to be quite

effective. The center has` graduated stud&nts
(Alternative Group), whose earlier school records

were very poor..

1 IN



However, in regard-to job adjuStment, ie results
Are tiscourgging for bath the groups from the regular
school and from_the' HCL center. ThiS is more so for
the= liCL graduates who- lagged behind their confreres
from the regular ,drool The mean values of. the
MSQ,Gen. measures a:for the In-School Group nd.the

6roup,col-respond to the percentile
anS of 28 and 14 respectively (For the MSQ norm
of employed-non -disabled persods, X 77.86 and
SD = '..9.91) (Weisk 1967). It is obvious that the
training program at the HCL'oenter especially-needs
restructuring and-redirection, if it is to succeed in
its miSsion of career education and work orientation
for the disadvantaged urban yduth,

.Intercorrelations Ofd,
,..-Experimental Variables

The correlation matrices for the -ektzerimental variables-were

computed separately for,the In-School Group and the Alternative

Group. ,Interoorrelations which were found tatisticalli7 signifigaht

in the In School GrOup are discussed below

Sex,.whichlad a higher proportion ,of males, was
associated with lower GPA.'(Last 2 yrs,)
signifying thereby that the school performance-of
the male subjects was far frog satisfactory.

2) Lower Tract Clessification was related to Vocational
Curriculum Cp .05), asa1s90 higher MSQ
02'44,7..05). ,ThiS indicated. ,that the sui?jectelcOing
from relatively poor home en ronment generally opted
for vocationally oriented c rses, and they .were
better adjusted to their pmsent jobs,

High intercorrelations of GATB-G, V, N" (p .01
due to the-fact that-theAptitudes \Vend N are
measured by tests that_are also used to measure
Aptitude G (United States Department-of Labor,.
1967, p. 30). ,

. .
_ -

4) GATB-N was associated. with CPA (Last.'2 yrs.) (1?.05)
as also with Jr._ High Attendance upc=,05-.. Tri other.
Words, students having relatively better school records,,
obtained higKer.scores in Aptitgde -.N. ..--

ere

5) GPA,(Last 2,yrs.)
74 (P<:.01). These

inter-related.

as,also related. to Jr. High Attendange
wo school peformance-variables were



a
.6) Lower Jr. High Attendance was associated= with General

Curriculum Cp .oly.- It appears that students, plaped
en: the General Academic Curriculum, missa-d classes more
often beca.use -of their repugnance to the academic program.

7) ED- Level was as-sociated with Voc.- Pref.-Job Congruence
CP .CP1); it also a_ pprciached significance with MSQ Gen.
cp .10) . Mott of the subj,ects, who had attained thelevels of'_general _educational development demanded by
their occupations, could be .classified.as -having current
job-astdration congruence leading to stability of--'jobs.
These people seem to be better- adjusted to their job, status.

8) Vocational Curr-iculum_was_ inversely associated with
General Curriculum, as expected Cp .011T

It would thus observed- that the zero-order correlation:

coefficientS-. idantified only -predictors, Tract Classification
-

and GE Level, associated with MS Q Gen the first one- at a- signifi-

cantcant level .05) and the second one approaching significance

= .103.
.

waver, dif erent'picturepicture emerged from the intercorrelations

-of ',the experimental, variables

findings-are analYed- below:

the ye Group. These

1) Tract lassification_.-.was associated with _GFA cLast yrs. _
cp,.< .054. iThat -s, .students having,,relatively 4comfartable
living conditions performed better in 'zchocil.-

As in the In-School Group, .-ATP. G N were- highly
intercorrelated (_p-< .01). Aptitu e G and V approached
significance with lower MSQ Gen.._Cp .10), This implied
that the subjects .haVing relatively higher abilities- and
aptitudes in 'these areas, were rather dissatisfied with
their current job status.=

The relationsh p_ between Vocational .Curriculum and.
General' Curri lu.m was ho different- from that obtained
in the In-Soho 1 Group; the variables were inverselyrelated (p< 01) . Vocational Curriculum was also
inversely ass ciated with Voc, Pref. - Job ongruence:,

-t.05) appears- that most of -he subjects',; who
had pursued -he-VOcational Curriculum while in the-
regular school, were disillusioned'with- their 'present
jobs. Such incongruity between jobs and aspirations,
indicative o unstability, may be due to docup.ational
constraints and/or unrealistic aspirations..



the case of the.Alte nat ve-Group none of_the predictor-
"

variables -aS ignificantly related to :M Gen. As mentioned above,

only Aptitudes G and V, showing negati
_ A

approached ignificance.

Stepwise Regresson Analysis

Although the ro-order correlat

with MSQ Gen. were mostly

was

-Group primarily

relationship with MSQ,Gen_

ons of the predictor

nonsignificant, a stepwise

performed separately for the In School Group and

to select from each grOup of predictor variables the

Variables

regression analYSit

Alternative

ono variable at each stage which: made th, larglargest contribution to R

Kno n as the coefficient- of determination; R2 e-timates the proportion

criterion assoCiater ! with.- or "explained by". all

2

variance in the

--the predictors in theregreSsion. iquation,CSridgef JUddi Moock,-1979.k,

p. 145).- The results -of the stepwise regression analyses are presented

in Tables 2 and' 3.

--:Insert Table

In the_inschool Group all the-eleven predictorsf admitted into

the equation .produced an overall R2 of 164, But only the first two,

variable- ,= .Tract.ClaeaifTract cation and GED Level accounted for an of
.

.088 which was- statistically significant. Asnoted'earlierithe same

two VariableS-figured in the 'zero -order -Correlation withIMSQ-!Gen,

Ad,opierationally define& the unique variance eiPlained by a

predictor is the increment in R2 when this predictor variable is add

-the other predictor variables in the multiple regression analysis

(Bridge, JUdd;,&_Moock -197g 141)., Thusif. ittCtWO-predictbrs

r7ract:Classificat d GED Level the unique variance in MSQ Gen-



the 1-School GrouP-Vqorked out-to :052 and .035 respectively..

The variance in MSQ Gens explaiAed toiht1y by "these= two variables

was trivial (.088 .052 - 035 .001).

With the above two predictor variable Craw score regression

equation was developed for estimating PISQ-Gen,:.

whdre.Y = an estimated value of the criterion vari

Tract ClaSsification p n ad .X == CAD Level.

n the Alternative 'Group ten predictor variables entered into

2the regressiOnanalySis to produce.-'an'overaIl-R of ,260 Only.:one

variablei'-GPA -C1.4-st yr-s= -was-hot-included,ih,the equation
_

of insufficient F level, G.TB -Vp which approached significance

the zero-order correlatibn wit. .M qen,, was the first variable'
_

enter the equat ion; but it could-not produce a significant R-'

-The other -variable:,- GATRG-, WhiCh- also apProachedSigi_ificanCe.in_
. -

its relationship with the criterion, was much lower in the steps.
- _

This-Was primarily due.. "problem of multicollinearity, among

the-set-of Aptitudes G, It is

2that the overall R ofd

he noted in this'-context

might be-rather inflated because of the

- _
small number of cases ==-7,40,relatIve- to the number of predict°-relative-
Variables._

AS no-crosS-Validatiohtest could becond-cted for the stepwise

of the. In-School Group- and as no statistically significant

could be obta ned from sushanalysis of the Alternative Group,

sutattive interpretations of the stepwise esults are particularly
, .

analysis

Aao iginally planned-, this technological approach was

supPlemented by an explanatory. an alysis based causa iority,

15



Hierarchical Analysis
T

the hierarchical model

red into the e-regression equatio

predi tor variable were

a'specified order with regard

their temporally-or logically dined ,Causal priority, The

criterion's total variance (R ) ccould thus be analyzed in terms-of
the proportion of such variance- uniquely-explained by each set of
predictors. This is the only basis on which variance pa.ttitionin

cans-proceed with correlated .predictor :- variables (Cohen & Cohen 1q75;
p. Five.sets of predictors as hierarcht:cally ordered are fready
detailed in Table 1. The results. o thd hierarchical analyses for

the In -School GrdUp.and the 'Altetnative Group are depicted in Tables
4 and

Insert TabAes

In the in chool Group the:demographic set (Sex &-Tract Classi-

fication) a counted for- 6-8% of the icriterions.variance. An addi7-

-tional-2-I% of the-variance was contributed by AptitudeNMeasures
A

(GATB-G, V, N). School Performance set (FA ,----Last 2 yr8. Jr High

Attendance), and. Curriculum (Vocational & General) respectively:added-

0,3% andj:2% of the criterion" 'variance. Finally,: lland Typology:

(GED Level & Voc Pref. - Job Congruence) produced an additional 6.0%

f the total variance. in the-criterion variable. Although theF
values were not statistically significant at any of the steps, the

hierarchical analysis. did provide-some indices as to the contri-

butions of the research factors.to the overall lob adjustment of the-

subjects in the In- School Grou_ Whereas the total 2
R. wr rked out to

.164, the highestcontributions to the criterion's- 'Variance were madeare

by the Demographic Characte istics (:6, and-Holland TypolOgy -(6.0%1.
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Aptitude ;uses accounted 'o a moderate contributison,,t)

the variance. The impact of School Performance and CurriculuM was

minimal waccounting for only 1.5% of the variance in the criterion._ -

In the_Aaternativ group, the five sets% of_ predictor _= prodtcedv
-

an overall R. of -In this case the'demographics accounted for
.

---.

Performance 0.4%, Curriculum 3.9%

he criterion's variance, Aptitude-Measbres_13

andffollandTvpOlo_

School

Here
- -

also the F - values were non-significant. In the Alternative. Group

Agtitude Measures accounted for a substantial proportion (13.7%) of.
/

.the criterion-'s v ance, followed- by Holland Typology- (5.8). Unlike

for the n7SchOol Group; CurriculuM for the Alternat

Geoup-produted-a me

'Demographic characteristics accounted
-

variance .9% thecriterlon:-.

for only 2.2% of tie varian-Ce

much less than that produced by-the corresponding set in the. In-School'

Group. As expected; School Performance which included CFA (Last 2 yrs

and Jr. High Attendance in the regular school System prlor ta their

eilollment- in the HCL'Center had practically. no effect on the job

adjustment of the Alternative Group
.,-

scussron
-

-

According to Holland's theoret

vocational development occu

problem lies in

al formulationS

in a number of ways- The

defic.iene ies _in

crux- of the

rEon' insufficient _ conflidting.experience

about his interests, competencies and personal characteristicg-and/or

about the. major occupational environments (Holland, 1973). The

young; disadvantaged youth need occupational information, training

and placement help to remediate- these shortcomings. The regular

iirschool program, even with the work-study component -is not

direCtly geared to the said objective. The HCL center, with

17



experience-based 'career education D r o graln , -ha not al7o Ki.th:

much success .to- serve As :an_ implement agent, for transition to the
_

:Work world of the participating students- the high risk youth.- T

-mean values-fof ,Vor. Pref. - Job Congruence in Holland Typologyand

the criterion measure 1-4Sd-Gen._- are very

Group and the -Alternative Group - lowe

1 ow-
.-

both the In- School

still for the latter group,

th,-pointing to the same direction, indicate that the subjects in

e two groups are not quite well- adjusted to -their current job status.

It is however interesting. to note tifat the mean -values of

GED Level ini Holland-Typology :7est that 'the subjects, 4in both

more or less- acquired.the level education: recruired to perform
-their present jobs. matter of fact, the Unique variance- in
MSQ, Ge.:.associatea with GED Level for the

,

significant csee Table 2Y.;

pa-rtitioning in the analysis of MSQGen., point out that Holland

2Typology :made substantial contributions-- to- R fbr both the, In- School

GrOu, and .the -Alternative 'Group , The.'effect of GED Level howeve

depressed in both the Groups because of the low level of Voc. Pref.

Job Congruence. In other words, the-scramble for jobs, 'the Subjects

had to accept positions for which they were qualif' ed but which. may

not quite correspond to their personality pattern./ According_

Crites (1982) , this i the most "rudimentary criteria

career adjustment. ob-aspiration congruence may__be-adVersely affected

by the distribution of jobs in the economy (Gottfredson Holland,

Gotfredson; 1975), or labor_ market discr mination, or lack of real,isM

on the part of job seekers. Most

are however likely to change the

the job category,

the subjects in the study groups

aspirations over ime to match

as progression. in )this direction is the common mode
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of achieving cohgruence cGottfredson & Becker .1981T. In -fairness to

he work-study eprograms oaf. regular schools a& n the career develOpment

progr.m-of 'the HCL center,. it must be said that, pheir, training

efforts have little, control on- some ot. the extraneous .factorS mertloned

above,
-

The_study subjecsi ability to hold jobs on'a long range basis,

inSpite of.jObaApiration ircongruence, can be better, explained in

light of-Maslow's theory of basic needs. In the-Maslovian sense,

- the basic h an needs are organized into ierarchV of relative

such as the physiological.tency" tMaslow, 1954) Lower order needs,-

sand afetyneeds-re-to be met, before higher-order needs_ ,can--emerge,-a,

For. the disadVantaged youth, _job tenure. proeVdes the wherewithal to

meet these basic survival needs. Most of the trait-fa6tor theorists"

have-42end d -to ignore the meeds component frOm their trait-oriented:

approach career thoice gowever, in the-trait-oriented research

study -conducted by the Work Adjustment PrOject at the -1[Xiversity .of

Minnesota needs (regarded as traits) together with environmental

demands are

iand job tenure ( =csipow, 1973; p 211). The criterion measure,

MSQ Gen.' used in this study includes the ingredient of'needs-. An

red for _predition of job satisfaction; job effectiveness,

inference may fOssibly be drawn in support of the needs theory from

an analysis-of tie data on Tract Classification (an index of

socioeconomic status) and MSc Gen. can indicator of need satisfactiori).

Although the mean values-of Tract_Classification and MSQ,Gen, are

very _low for subjects -_both the inschodi program and the alter-

native program at the HCL center, thes- values for-the former group

are, -ignifidantly higher than that-of:their -olleagues-in--the-latter

group- in othe.--words, he s_bjects from-relatively better home.



0 diti n experience -wore job Satisfaction -because of :eier needs;

whereas- , the position revueis revrsed in the m ono
_

deprived homes. Voc. Pr f.'

-chi does not take into a

Congruence in#HollAidTYpology,

.needs. aspect

crmihate the two groups'. Holland theory seems

Count the

application the-disadvantaged,. margi
occupational aiming and _choi e

could not dis

to ha;e limited
_

ly/edubated_kPlath whose

is rather restiicted.
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TABLE -4

Job
-
Adjustment Regressed on Herarch1cally

Sets of,,Predictor Variables

In-School .Group (N 75)

Ordered

Sets of Predictor VariaPles SEe

Demographic Characteristics " 055 11.915 , 607 02/72 df)

II. Aptitude Tests .089 12.030 1 351 (5/69_df)

IIT School Performance .092 12 186 ,974 (17/57 4f)

Curriculum .104 12,290, .842 (9/65) df)

Holland Typo).ogy.-s_ .154 12.065 1 120 (11/63 d _

TABLE 5

job Adjustment Regressed on Hierarchically Ordered..
Sets of 'Predictor Vdriables

Alternative Group w' 40)

Sets of Predictors SE

:Demographic Characte s

-Aptitude To is

III. School Performance-

IV. Curriculum

Holland Typology-

.022 14.316 .419 /37-

.159 ,15 845 1.:290 (5/34 df)-

14-.238 .893 (7/32 df)

.202' 14.365 .842 9/30 df).

.25;0, 14,315 .894 '(11/28 -df)


